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B. Executive Summary  

 

The one or two page executive summary is to briefly describe the Offeror's Proposal.  This summary 

should highlight the major features of the Proposal.  It must indicate any requirements that cannot be 

met by the Offeror.  The reader should be able to determine the essence of the Proposal by reading the 

executive summary.  

 

Rose International (Rose) is pleased to provide this response to State of New Mexico General Services 

Department/State Purchasing Division (Lead State) in conjunction with NASPO Value Point 

Cooperative Purchasing Program, New Mexico Solicitation Number: 50-000-15-00058 (with two 

addendums). After careful review of these documents and its stated mission, purpose, vision, and 

requirements we have constructed a proposal that seeks to reflect our understanding of your needs by 

providing the very best solution, personnel, and pricing. If awarded, Rose International will serve as the 

prime contractor for all work performed under the contract.  

 

Rose International is one of the nation’s leading minority- and woman-owned providers of 

Technology and Workforce Solutions. We serve companies in all 50 states and employ over 3,500 

people. We have grown organically to a national-scale service organization serving 100+ Fortune 500 

companies and many government agencies across the country. We have been providing innovative 

solutions and quality temporary labor across different industries for the past 23 years. 

 

With Rose International you get the best of all worlds. Rose is an accomplished IT Solutions company 

with over 23 years of experience providing high quality solutions to State and Local governments 

throughout the United States. Our experience is found in all branches of state government including 

executive, legislative, courts, and higher education. Our project work includes all aspects of the 

software development lifecycle from Analysis and Planning through Development, Operations, and 

Maintenance. We can be found at the very beginning of IT projects doing RFP and Business Analysis 

support and we can be found on the back end providing 24 X 5 Help Desk support. Our Solutions run 

the gamut. Rose is also a highly accomplished Workforce Solution company with an extensive staffing 

and employment outsourcing infrastructure. We have over 300 full time recruiters, a “hot list” of over 

1,000,000 consultants either engaged or ready to be engaged, and our recruiting for any one position 

continues 24 X 5 once a requisition is released.  

 

Our State government practice has a dedicated team of full time recruiters who are focused solely on 

your government needs. Rose is no stranger to partnering with government and large Fortune100/500 

customers.  Our team has over 120 years of combined experience with numerous organizations, 

including the State of Missouri, State of Illinois, State of Kansas, State of Arkansas, State of Iowa, 

United States Department of Agriculture, United States Department of the Interior, Maritz, 

Aetna, Kansas City International Airport and PepsiCo to name but a few. And finally, Rose is price 

sensitive. We understand the need to eliminate costs within our business structure so as to drive costs 

out and bring value in. Our consultants are well compensated and provided industry-best benefits 

ensuring loyalty to your needs while providing the incentive to stay and grow with Rose.  

 

Through the framework of past statewide IT services and other technical contracts, Rose, with the 

assistance of our 500+ consultants has delivered over one million hours of consulting services to the 

our state government clients at the very best economical pricing. Rose has assisted these states in 
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successfully meeting their business objectives by providing experienced and professional staff.  This 

vast amount of experience will be leveraged to assist the State of New Mexico to meet their temporary 

staffing needs. 

 

Building on our initial success in St. Louis, we aggressively expanded operations, and now have 20 

offices across the U.S., which include two Centralized Recruiting Centers (CRC). All of our offices are 

company-owned and operated, and have been strategically positioned across the country to easily 

accommodate all of our customers. As new customers are earned, we open branches where appropriate. 

We have vast experience and knowledge in opening new offices, have fast ramp up procedures in place 

and share best practices across all of our locations. 

 

Rose appreciates this opportunity to share with you our methodology and experience in staffing and 

solution services.  Rose is familiar with the contractual requirements and we will continue to strive to 

exceed expectations and provide the best value in the industry.  We welcome the opportunity to work 

with the State of New Mexico.  Thank you in advance for considering Rose’s services. 
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C.  Insurance Requirements (Section 6.3) 

 

To be eligible for award, the Offeror agrees to acquire insurance from an insurance carrier or carriers 

licensed to conduct business in each Participating Entity’s state at the prescribed levels set forth in 

Section 21 of the NASPO Value Point Master Agreement Terms and Conditions.  Describe your 

insurance or plans to obtain insurance satisfying the requirements in Section 21. 

 

The following is a copy of our current COI for New Mexico.  The current COI on file meets the 

requirements outlined in Section 21 of the NASPO Value Point Master Agreement Terms and 

Conditions. 
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D. Lead State Terms and Conditions (Section 6.5 & Attachment E) 

 

Rose International understands and accepts all Lead State Term and Conditions mentioned in 

“Attachment E: New Mexico’s Additional Terms and Conditions” with no EXCEPTIONS.  
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1. Campaign Contribution Disclosure Form (Attachment E.9) 
 

Campaign Contribution Disclosure Form 
 
Pursuant to NMSA 1978, § 13-1-191.1 (2006), any person seeking to enter into a contract with any state agency 

or local public body for professional services, a design and build project delivery system, or the design and 

installation of measures the primary purpose of which is to conserve natural resources must file this form with 

that state agency or local public body.  This form must be filed even if the contract qualifies as a small purchase 

or a sole source contract.  The prospective contractor must disclose whether they, a family member or a 

representative of the prospective contractor has made a campaign contribution to an applicable public official of 

the state or a local public body during the two years prior to the date on which the contractor submits a proposal 

or, in the case of a sole source or small purchase contract, the two years prior to the date the contractor signs the 

contract, if the aggregate total of contributions given by the prospective contractor, a family member or a 

representative of the prospective contractor to the public official exceeds two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) 

over the two year period. 

 

Furthermore, the state agency or local public body shall void an executed contract or cancel a solicitation or 

proposed award for a proposed contract if: 1) a prospective contractor, a family member of the prospective 

contractor, or a representative of the prospective contractor gives a campaign contribution or other thing of value 

to an applicable public official or the applicable public official’s employees during the pendency of the 

procurement process or 2) a prospective contractor fails to submit a fully completed  disclosure statement 

pursuant to the law.  

 

THIS FORM MUST BE FILED BY ANY PROSPECTIVE CONTRACTOR WHETHER OR NOT THEY, 

THEIR FAMILY MEMBER, OR THEIR REPRESENTATIVE HAS MADE ANY CONTRIBUTIONS 

SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE.  

 

The following definitions apply:  

 

“Applicable public official” means a person elected to an office or a person appointed to complete a term of an 

elected office, who has the authority to award or influence the award of the contract for which the prospective 

contractor is submitting a competitive sealed proposal or who has the authority to negotiate a sole source or 

small purchase contract that may be awarded without submission of a sealed competitive proposal. 

 

“Campaign Contribution” means a gift, subscription, loan, advance or deposit of money or other thing of value, 

including the estimated value of an in-kind contribution, that is made to or received by an applicable public 

official or any person authorized to raise, collect or expend contributions on that official’s behalf for the purpose 

of electing the official to either statewide or local office.  “Campaign Contribution” includes the payment of a 

debt incurred in an election campaign, but does not include the value of services provided without compensation 

or unreimbursed travel or other personal expenses of individuals who volunteer a portion or all of their time on 

behalf of a candidate or political committee, nor does it include the administrative or solicitation expenses of a 

political committee that are paid by an organization that sponsors the committee. 

 

“Family member” means spouse, father, mother, child, father-in-law, mother-in-law, daughter-in-law or son-in-

law. 

 

“Pendency of the procurement process” means the time period commencing with the public notice of the request 

for proposals and ending with the award of the contract or the cancellation of the request for proposals.  
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“Person” means any corporation, partnership, individual, joint venture, association or any other private legal 

entity.  

 

“Prospective contractor” means a person who is subject to the competitive sealed proposal process set forth in 

the Procurement Code or is not required to submit a competitive sealed proposal because that person qualifies for 

a sole source or a small purchase contract. 

 

“Representative of a prospective contractor” means an officer or director of a corporation, a member or manager 

of a limited liability corporation, a partner of a partnership or a trustee of a trust of the prospective contractor. 

 

DISCLOSURE OF CONTRIBUTIONS:  

 

Contribution Made By: __________________________________________ 

 

Relation to Prospective Contractor: __________________________________________ 

 

Name of Applicable Public Official:  _________________________________________ 

 

Date Contribution(s) Made: __________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________ 

 

Amount(s) of Contribution(s) __________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________ 

 

Nature of Contribution(s) __________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________ 

 

Purpose of Contribution(s) __________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________ 

 

 (Attach extra pages if necessary) 

 

 

___________________________ _____________________ 

Signature Date 

Title (position) 

 

 

—OR— 
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2. Letter of Transmittal (Attachment E.10) 

 

Letter of Transmittal Form 
 

RFP#:  50-000-15-00058 

Offeror Name:  Rose International, Inc. 

FED ID#:   43-1634470 

 

All Items must be completed in full.  Failure to respond to all items WILL RESULT IN THE 

DISQUALIFICATION OF THE PROPOSAL! 

 

1.  Identity (Name) and Mailing Address of the submitting organization (Offeror name):  

Rose International, Inc. 

16401 Swingley Ridge Rd, Suite 300, Chesterfield MO 63017 

 

2.  Identify the person authorized by the organization to contractually obligate on behalf of this Offer: 

Name: Larry Crane 

Title: Vice President of Finance 

E-Mail Address: state_locgov@roseint.com  

Telephone Number: (636) 812-4000, ext. 2014 

 

3.  Identify the person authorized by the organization to negotiate on behalf of this Offer: 

Name: Eric Token 

Title: Executive Vice President 

E-Mail Address: state_locgov@roseint.com  

Telephone Number: (636) 812-4000, ext. 2014 

 

4.  Identify the person authorized by the organization to clarify/respond to queries regarding this Offer: 

Name: Teri Elder 

Title: Director of State and Local Government 

E-Mail Address: state_locgov@roseint.com  

Telephone Number: (636) 812-4000, ext. 7016 

 

5. Identify the person responsible for providing the mandatory usage reports listed in Section 6.4: 

Name: Greg LaRose 

Title:  Accounts Receivable – Asst. Mgr. 

E-Mail Address: glarose@roseint.com 

Telephone Number: (636) 812-4000, ext. 2081 

 

6.  Use of Sub-Contractors (Check one) 

☐No sub-contractors will be used in the performance of any resultant contract OR 

X The following sub-contractors will be used in the performance of any resultant contract: 

 

Rose is dedicated to providing exceptional IT services and solutions at competitive prices.  In an effort to 

provide those services and to maintain strong market position, we continuously evaluate our subcontractor 

relationships.  It is our objective to find the best technical contracting firms, nationwide, which can augment 

our project needs.  We will select subcontractors on the basis of philosophical alignment, experience, strength 

qualified personnel, and corporate stability. 

mailto:state_locgov@roseint.com
mailto:state_locgov@roseint.com
mailto:state_locgov@roseint.com
mailto:glarose@roseint.com
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Rose has formed a Vendor Management team to ensure vendors meet our strict guidelines established to 

become a subcontracting partner.  The Vendor Management team requires all subcontracting companies 

to complete a Sub-Contractor Enrollment form, which provides such information as General Company 

Information, General Financial Information, Subcontracting References, Work References, and 

Technical Screening Processes.  This information helps Rose to determine the quality of the company 

and its reliability. 

If the company meets the above criteria, their Enrollment form is sent to our corporate office for review.  

If accepted, a Master Services Agreement between Rose and the subcontracting company will be 

initiated.  The Master Services Agreement covers such items as independent contractor, subcontractor 

warranties, compliance with law, insurance, and confidentiality.  This agreement assures the 

subcontracting company knows the contractual requirements and the relationship to Rose’s customers.  

Once the MSA is approved, Rose obtains copies of the 940 and 941 forms to ensure employee wages are 

paid, FUTA is paid and Social Security taxes are withheld.  Rose requires a Certificate of Good Standing 

(from the Secretary of State’s office of the state in which the vendor is headquartered), Certificate of 

Insurance and a W-9 form. 

Finally, a Statement of Work is written for each individual project and specifies the deliverables and 

services required by the subcontracting company and specify that the subcontracting company will 

follow Rose’s approved processes and change management procedures.  In addition, for all subcontractor 

employees, Rose requires a copy of the I-9 form, copy of the I.D. cards listed on the I-9 form and E-

Verification. 

In addition to the Vendor Management team screening the subcontract company, Rose has a well defined 

screening process for subcontractor staff.  Subcontractor candidates will undergo a screening process 

before being submitted to a client/agency which may include security background checks, reference 

checks, personal interviews and technical checklists.  All of these screenings are conducted by our On-

Boarding Services (OBS) team in conjunction with the local account management team. The OBS 

receives screening requirements at the time of contract for each customer. A screening template is laid 

out in the OBS New Hire Dashboard system. As placements are made, a new hire request is entered by 

the account management team and the screening begins. As screening is conducted, results are identified 

on the dashboard. Therefore, our account management team is able to update the customer with the 

status on the various screenings being conducted for new hires.  

All Rose partners and subcontractors engaged in supporting tasks within the State of New Mexico 

contract will follow the quality assurance and quality control management measures that Rose 

International follows. The procedures outlined for Rose International are the same standards for all Rose 

members. Rose is an entity: Partners and subcontractors are members of the team, and provide the same 

consistent level of quality. The detailed quality assurance and quality control measures identified above 

apply to Rose International and every subcontractor involved in State of New Mexico’s services in 

general.  

All of the above help to insure that the State has the highest quality of consultant and contractual 

protection allowed by law. 
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In order to become an approved Subcontractor, potential vendors must follow the 3 STEP process listed 

below.  

 

STEP 1: Must be provided prior to any candidates being submitted to client openings 

1. Complete the Sub-Contractor Enrollment Form. 

2. Complete the Master Services Agreement. 

3. Provide 940 for 2012 and 941 for the most recent quarter 

4. Provide a Certificate of Good Standing from your Secretary of State’s office 

5. Provide W-9 “Request for Taxpayer I.D. number and certification” 

6. Provide the Certificate of Woman Owned and/or Minority Owned business, if applicable.  

 

STEP 2: Must be provided once any candidates are accepted 

1. Provide a completed Electronic Funds Transfer Authorization Form. 

2. Provide a photo copy of a voided company check. 

3. Provide a Certificate of Insurance. 

4. *Form 590 - only required if Subcontractor or Consultant is in California.   

 

STEP 3: Must be provided prior to any consultant beginning work 

1. Statement of Work. 

2. I-9 Form – employer must complete and sign the Employer Section. 

3. A copy of the I.D. Cards (the candidate listed on his/her I-9). 

4. Staffing Supplier’s Employee Agreement. 

5. E-Verification.  

6. All client specific documents completed, signed and dated.   

 

The following subcontractors have been vetted and approved by Rose International Vendor Management 

Team. 

Vendor Name Vendor Address Vendor 

Address2 

Vendor City Vendor 

State 

Vendor 

Zip 

Adroit Associates Inc 100 Wood Ave South Suite 108 Iselin NJ 08830 

Alindus, Inc. 1212 Corporate Drive Suite 268 Irving TX 75038 

Alrek Business Solutions Inc 1701 E. Woodfield Rd Suite 220 Schaumburg IL 60173 

ANVETA, INC 1333 Corporate Drive Suite 108 Irving TX 75038 

Apex Strategies 4981 S Emporia Street   Greenwood Village CO 80111 

Apex Technology Systems Inc. 50 Cragwood Road Suite  214 South Plainfield NJ 07080 

Appvise Inc 5890 Stonebridge dr.  Suite 214 Pleasanton CA 94588 

BestWare LLC 7627 SW 49TH PL   Gainesville FL 32608 

Brenda Goldstein 1590 Carriage House Road   Pasadena CA 91107 

Byteware Inc 1325 Satellite BLVD   Suwanee GA 30024 

C Ahead Technologies Inc 228 Hamilton Avenue Floor 3   Palo Alto CA. 94301 

Calle Coaching Works, Inc 2663 Las Aromas   Oakland CA 94611 

Canvas Infotech Inc 39465 Paseo Padre Parkway Suite 2800 Fremont CA 94538 

CapTech Ventures, Inc. 1419 W Main St   Richmond VA 23220 

Celli Systems, LLC 6600 Winding Way    Jefferson City MO 65109 

CNET Global Solutions Inc 800 E Campbell Road Suite #345 Richardson TX 75081 

Conch Technologies, Inc 6750 Poplar Avenue Suite 711 Memphis TN 38138 
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Corporate Computer Services 

Inc 

38345 W Ten Mile Road Ste 110 Farmington Hills MI 48335 

cPrime Inc. 4100 E 3rd Avenue Ste 205   Foster City CA 94404 

CQE Consulting, Inc 1525 Riverview Circle W   Ripon CA 95366 

CreativeWave LLC 33 Moki Court    Mosca CO 81146 

Cynosure Technologies, LLC 2401 Fountain View Dr Suite 502 Houston TX 77057 

CyTech LLC 8440 Tanner Bridge Rd   Jefferson City MO 65101 

Douglas Peck Photography PO Box 689   Menlo Park CA 94026 

EATEAM, Inc 2 Kilmer Rd    Edison NJ 08817 

Element Technologies Inc. 15 Corporate Place South Suite 209 Piscataway NJ 08854 

Elite IT Solutions Inc. 960 Clocktower Drive Suite I Springfield IL 62704 

ePeople Technologies Inc. 1259 Route 46  Building 2 Parsippany NJ 07054 

Express Global Solutions LLC 975 Corporate Way   Fremont CA 94539 

F1 Technical Solutions Inc 3505 Patuxent Preserve Lane   Gambrills MD 21054 

Frontier Technologies LLC 1601 Bond St Suite 305 Naperville IL 60563 

Gantec Corporation 1111 Plaza Drive  Suite #310   Schaumburg IL 60173 

Genz Solutions, LLC 8526 Rising Oak Lane   Katy Texas 77494 

Gerald Monk Consulting 6832 Town View Lane   San Diego CA 92120 

Gerard Group Inc. 5205 Brookfield Cir   Rocklin CA 95677 

Gotech, LLC dba Radiature 3118 Rock Ridge Rd   Jefferson City MO 65109 

Harlow Technologies Inc 1443 E. Washington Suite #636 Pasadena CA 91104 

Huber & Associates, Inc. 1400 Edgewood Drive   Jefferson City MO 65109 

i5Tech Inc 3 Ethel Road STE #306 Edison NJ 08817 

Idexcel Inc 459 Herndon Pkwy  Suite 11 Herndon VA 20170 

IDRIL Services Corporation 172 Prospect PL   Alpharetta GA 30005 

Incept Solutions Inc. 560 Herndon Parkway Suite 100 Herdon VA 20170 

Infosys Solutions Inc 2834 S Sherwood Forest Blvd Suite C2 Baton Rouge LA 70816 

Infotech Prism, LLC 11785 Northfell Lane    Ste. #502 Alpharetta GA 30009 

Innovative Project and Vendor 

Management, Inc 

9461 Skyline Boulevard   Oakland CA 94611 

International Solutions Group, 

Inc 

1110 A Elden Street Suite  201 Herndon VA 20170 

Invensys Inc 28345 Beck Road Suite 304 Wixom MI 48393 

IT DIVISION INC 5955 Parkway North 

Boulevard 

Unit A Cummings GA 30040 

iTech US, Inc 20 Kimball Ave Suite 303N South Burlington VT 05403 

J Cavanaugh Group Inc 9645 Empire Grade   Santa Cruz CA 95060 

JLO Leadership Coaching and 

Consulting, LLC 

87 Butterfield Road   San Anselmo CA 94960 

JSL Creative Learning, LLC 1011 Cottonwood Circle   Golden CO 80401 
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Jung Design 1707 16th Ave Suite 101 Oakland CA 94606 

JVR Systems, Inc 5151 Headquarters Drive   Suite 121/ 

Suite 290 

Plano TX 75024 

Kalven Technologies Inc 2300 E Higgins Rd  Suite 211 Elk Grove IL 60007 

Kathy Burwell Consulting 416 Pine Street   Mill Valley CA 94941 

Kavalus Inc. 848 N Rainbow Blvd. suite #2438 Las Vegas NV 89107 

Kenneth Associates Inc 2014 Judah Street   San Francisco CA 94122 

Kreeyaa LLC 5115 Johnson Dr   Pleasanton CA 94588 

Laura Tollen 33 Creek View   Larkspur CA 94939 

Lchia Corporation 1657 Wehunt Place   Smyrna GA 30082 

Lead IT Corporation 1999 Wabash Ave Suite 210 Springfield IL 62704 

Leeward Associates LLC 2613 Ridgefield Road   Columbia MO 65203 

Lex Nimble Solutions Inc. 10 N Martingale Road Suite 400 Schaumburg IL 60173 

LogicQue Inc. 2200 N. Canton Center Rd Suite #110 Canton MI 48187 

Lucid Technologies Inc 617 W Main ST Suite F Arlington TX 76010 

Malla Systems, Inc. dba 

eFulgent 

3404 W Cheryl Drive Suite A290 Phoenix AZ 85051 

MALMIT Consulting LLC 3002 Little Country Rd    Parrish FL 34219 

Marlabs, Inc One Corporate Place South 3rd Floor Piscataway NJ 08854 

Mastech, Inc 1305 Cherrington Parkway Building 

210 Suite 

400 

Moon Township PA 15108 

Maxis Group, Inc 8167 E. Del Camino Drive Suite 100 Scottsdale AZ 85258 

McDougal Enterprises, LLC 2205 Tower Drive   Jefferson City MO 65109 

McGraphics Design, Inc. 1014 W HUNTINGTON DR APT 34 ARCADIA CA 91007 

Mission Critical PR 1816 Wood Street   Alameda CA 94501 

NetBrain Consulting, LLC 2223 South Donovan Way   San Ramon CA 94582 

NextLevel Leadership Inc 252 Elvia Court   San Rafael CA 94903 

Nitsuatek, Inc 3209 MISTY OAKS WAY    ROUND ROCK TX 78683 

Orpine Inc. 11785 Northfall Lane    Suite 504 Alpharetta GA 30009 

Panache Consulting, Inc. 3140 Aviara Court   Naperville IL 60564 

Parasol Consulting Inc 8900 Independence PKWY Apt 16205 Plano TX 75025 

Pegasus Info Tech Inc. 5005 W Royal Lane Ste 144 Irving TX 75063 

Pioneer Consulting Services 

LLC 

1200 Valley West Drive Suite 304-

15 

West Des Moines IA 50266 

Powermind Solutions Inc 1845 Manor View   Cumming GA 30041 

Premier Knowledge Solutions 

Inc 

One Campbell Plaza Suite 2b St Louis MO 63139 

Prescriptive Digital Care Inc. 3118 Enfield Dtreet   San Ramon CA. 94582 

Primeau Consulting Group, Inc. 23133 Hawthorne Blvd. Suite B-09 Torrance CA 90505 

Promatrix Corp 2015 Route 27 Suite 1D Edison NJ 08817 

Prospect Infosys, Inc 16020 Swingley Ridge Rd Suite 150 Chesterfield MO 63017 
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QUALITY MATRIX INC 8 Lyman Street  Ste 210 Westborough MA 01581 

Rebound Solutions Consulting 

Corp 

915 S Pearl Street   Denver CO 80209 

Reliance Transition Systems 

Inc. 

6156 West Branch Road   San Ramon CA 94582 

Research Support Service, Inc 1900 LaSalle Street   Martinez CA 94553 

Right Click Systems, LLC 1150 Glenlivet Drive Suite C 32 Allentown PA 18106 

Sagacious Consultants, LLC 8207 Melrose Drive Suite 160 Lenexa KS 66214 

Sarayu Consultants Inc 870 E Higgins Rd Suite 143B Schaumburg IL 60173 

Shackell Consulting Services, 

Inc 

7816 W Country Gables Dr   Peoria AZ 85381 

Sherpa Government Solutions 

LLC 

2990 Osceola St   Denver CO 80212 

Silicon Staff IT Services Inc 4305 Hacienda Drive Suite #410 Pleasanton CA 94588 

StratBiz Inc. 2017 Mandelay Place   San Jose CA 95138 

System Soft Technologies, LLC 3000 Bayport Dr Suite 840 Tampa FL 33607 

TechDemocracy LLC 499 Thornall Street 3rd Floor Edison NJ 08837 

TEK SERVICES, LLC 5655 Peachtree Pkwy Suite 207 Norcross GA 30092 

The Abramson Group, LLC 1262 Kettner Blvd St 2204 San Diego CA 92101 

TLD Consulting Corp 7100 E Doubletree Ranch Rd    Paradise Valley AZ 85253 

TurnIT Software Solutions LLC 1348 Hoffman Dr    Jefferson City MO 65101 

Unigo Inc 600 E John Carpenter Fwy Suite 110 Irving TX 75062 

Vastika Inc 1200 West Walnut Hill Ln Suite 2200 Irving TX 75038 

VECN Consulting Inc 325 Lemarc Street   Fremont CA 94539 

VincentBenjamin Irvine 

Consulting LLC 

2325 E Camelback Road Suite 570 Phoenix AZ 85016 

Waynsys INC 3 Ethel Rd Suite 307 Edison NJ 08817 

Wenova Inc. 42 Read's Way   New Castle DE 19720 

Writing Assistance, Inc. 3140 Harbor Lane Suite 130   Plymouth MN. 55447 

xScion Solutions LLC 1450 Spring Hill Road   McLean VA. 22102 
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7.  Please describe any relationship with any entity (other than Subcontractors listed in (5) above) which will be 

used in the performance of any resultant contract.   

None 

 

Terms and Conditions of the RFP 

Offeror must have read and understate all the terms and conditions shown in this RFP by checking the 

appropriate boxes provided. 

 

8.     On behalf of the submitting organization named in item #1 above, I accept the Conditions Governing the 

Procurement as required in Section 3. 

 

9.     I concur that submission of our proposal constitutes acceptance of the Evaluation Factors  contained in 

Section 5 of this RFP.  

 

10.     I have read and understand all the terms and conditions as shown in the NASPO ValuePoint Master 

Agreement listed in Attachment A as required by Section 6.2.  

 

11.    I have read and understand all the terms and conditions as shown in the State of New Mexico’s 

Additional Terms and Conditions listed in Attachment E as required by Section 6.5. 

 

12.     I have read and understand that failure to file the utilization reports and fees for both NASPO and the 

State of New Mexico on a timely basis shall constitute grounds for suspension of this Agreement or 

termination of this Agreement for cause.   

 

13.    I acknowledge receipt of any and all amendments to this RFP. 
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E. Offeror’s Additional Terms and Conditions (if applicable) 

 
Rose has no additional terms and conditions at this time. 
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F. Response to Business Requirements (Section 6.7) 

 

6.7 Business Requirements 

 

This section contains technical requirements pertaining to the Temporary Employment Services.  

Other sections of this RFP contain additional requirements that must be met in order to be considered 

responsive.  Offerors must identify in their response how their company meets (or exceeds) all 

requirements listed in Section 6 of this RFP solicitation. 

 

6.7.1 Company Profile 

 

Provide the following information specific to your company 

 

1)  Company History 

Required Information Offeror’s Response 

a) Year your company was 

founded. 
1993 

b) Describe your client 

retention rate for the past 3 

years. 

Our client retention rate is extremely high, if you calculate it 

on a first of year to end of year basis. Most years it is 90+%. 

The average tenure of our top five customers is more than 10 

years; many of our customers have been with us between 10 

and 20 years. 
                                                                          

 

c) Describe your company’s 

growth during the past three 

years. 

Rose International serves the country’s largest firms for 

staffing and workforce related services offered such as Direct 

Source and Call Center specialties. We also offer a payroll 

service. Five of our customers who still retain Rose services 

and with whom we’ve enjoyed a multi-year relationship 

severely down-sized due to industry pressure or unionization. 

This resulted in over $100 million of our nearly $350 million 

in revenue quickly going away. In that light we dropped in 

revenue by about $80 million over the past three years while 

adding over 30 new customers. The result is we are growing 

now at about 10% on a much broader base of customers. We 

haven’t felt this healthy and optimistic regarding revenue 

growth in years. Our growth is occurring in a more profitable 

sourcing business rather than payroll services which market 

price dictates at essentially break-even.  
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d) What are your hours of 

operation and when are key 

account people available? 

Our normal business hours of operations in all our offices are 

between 8 am to 5 pm (Monday-Friday). We have twenty 

offices across the United States.  All delivery personnel carry 

smart phones with email access.  

 

The Offshore Center in India compliments our U.S. operations 

and provides 24/5 operational assistance including after hours, 

and holidays to all our customers.  

 

The State of New Mexico assigned Client Facing Team will be 

available via cell phone after office hours and holidays for any 

emergency/needed support. We can also run support teams in 

shifts to cover a greater span than normal business hours as 

needed by our clients. For customer needs the delivery team 

smart phones are available and email is checked regularly.   

 

6.7.2 Business Profile  

 

1) Customer Service / Service Delivery Strategy 

a) Describe how problem 

identification and resolution 

will be handled. How do you 

respond to client complaints 

and service issues?  

Rose works closely with each client to formulate the most 

effective process to enable high quality and swift problem 

resolution. Internally we have a very open and transparent 

approach in all our dealings. For all clients, like State of New 

Mexico, - we have a group email and entire State dedicated 

delivery team.  Included within that group email are the Client 

Engagement Associates, Director and Vice President. We 

request all our clients to send email to that address to ensure 

the timely response to any and all questions. If escalation is 

required, all customer issues are entered into a ticket logging 

system - our internal QTicket system. The notification will be 

sent to Rose Management so they are aware that an issue has 

been reported. The Rose Team works aggressively to resolve 

the issue within a predetermined time, as agreed upon by each 

customer. Status updates are then available to keep all parties 

informed, Rose Management included. 

 

We also believe in empowering our delivery team and each 

team member is trained to respond to any issues or complaints 

in an effort to resolve it at the lowest organizational level.    

b) How will you service your 

clients’ accounts?  Describe 

in detail how your company 

profiles your clients’ needs 

for temporary services. 

Rose supports U.S. temporary Staffing Services by assigning a 

national, Single Point of Contact for Customer at the executive 

level. This individual will have the support of a team of 

resources, including; Client Engagement Associate (CEA), 

Resource Delivery Associates (RDA) and Recruiters. We will 

have a team of RDA’s assigned to each client location. These 
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RDA’s will be extremely knowledgeable about the market they 

are supporting and talent pool relationships. Our team is 

essentially an extension of the customer’s organization, and is 

organized to develop a solid understanding of the customer’s 

specific requisitions/skill set requirements. 

 

We currently support national clients via our internal three tier 

delivery model:  

 

1. Client Engagement Associate (Customer Focused): The 

Rose Client Engagement Associate will be the primary 

single point of contact for State of New Mexico. Client 

Engagement Associates work with Customer managers, if 

allowed, or otherwise the vendor management team, to 

understand the projects and technologies Customer teams 

are undertaking. When requisitions come in from the 

Customer, our Client Engagement Associate collaborates 

with the Resource Delivery Associates to build a customer 

footprint to enable pre-requisition recruiting to occur as 

much as possible. The CEA then provides the required 

guidance to source the most suitable candidates for the 

positions. The Client Engagement Associate confirms and 

ensures that all Customer requirements are understood, and 

is responsible for timely deliverables and execution of 

assignments.  

 

2. Resource Delivery Associate (Opening Focused): The 

Resource Delivery Associates will own the openings, and 

work with Recruiters from across our organization, 

depending on the market locations of the requisitions. The 

Resource Delivery Associates works closely with the 

Recruiting Teams to screen and select the most suitable 

candidates. Where applicable and needed, we would 

interview candidates we have not previously worked with 

in one of our local offices. Ultimately, the Resource 

Delivery Associates will make the decision on the 

candidate submittal(s) we make to State of New Mexico 

work orders. The dedicated Resource Delivery Associates 

will quickly become experts on the needs and preferences 

of your organization, to ensure that our service delivery 

suits your purposes.  

 

3. Technical & Professional Recruiter (Candidate 

Focused): Our Recruiters are some of the best in the 

industry with relevant qualifications and experience to 

identify the right fit for each position. We have Recruiters 
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focusing on different geographical regions that primarily 

recruit candidates in their own region because they have a 

better understanding of skill sets, requirements and 

availability of resources in those areas. We assign specific 

teams of Recruiters by geography, while specific teams of 

account management personnel are assigned to specific 

customers. This matrix approach provides accountability to 

an account level from the account management team, while 

providing available pools of candidates and recruiting 

strength from the geographically focused recruiting team. 

Therefore, a Recruiter may work with several different 

account-management teams in any given day. The 

Recruiters simply bring their network of candidates to the 

opportunities we present. 
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This delivery model has been extremely successful supporting 

our customers. The Rose Client Engagement Associate (CEA) 

is the first phase of our relationship with our customers, and is 

responsible for timely deliverables and execution of 
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assignments as per service level agreement (SLA). The CEA 

will confirm and ensure that all State of New Mexico 

requirements are understood and adhered to by our employees. 

The Rose CEA will stay in contact with State of New Mexico, 

and communicate to the Rose Management Team the status of 

our delivery. They will work with the Resource Delivery 

Associates at the branch level regarding all State of New 

Mexico requirements, as well as with the other staff located at 

different locations across the globe. Our CEA will meet with 

key people, and put together an internal client footprint 

document for the delivery team. All our internal systems are 

web-based and accessed from anywhere with an internet 

connection. They include QCandidate, QOpening, CRM, 

QExpense, QTime, Rose College (on-line learning) as well as 

others. 

c) “Describe your company’s 

national capabilities to 

satisfy clients’ needs for 

temporary services and how 

your manage those accounts 

in various geographical areas 

Our national core competence is to find, attract and retain the 

best quality available temporary talent at a value price and in a 

timely manner for our clients while providing the competitive 

pay and benefit package to our employees. We have an 

AWARD WINNING track record of consistently doing the 

same for the companies similar in size and job skill sets as 

State of New Mexico nationwide.   

 

Rose has emerged as a full service staffing firm, and can 

provide resources for the following categories; Administrative 

Support (Including Office and Clerical), Information 

Technology Professional Services and Professional and several 

others. We have different internal teams focused on each 

category with proven track record of being the best staffing 

vendor within the competitively managed staffing programs at 

various fortune 500 clients across all of these categories. 

 

We continuously innovate around people, processes, and 

technology to bring state-of-the-art staffing capability to our 

customers. Our efficient recruiting model staffed with 

experienced recruiters and support members provides us with 

excellent capabilities in locating qualified workers that are 

difficult to find. Our proven ability to recruit talent across 

different geographic markets gives us an edge against many of 

our local only competitors from the standpoint of attracting 

talent from other geographic markets. Our benefits and 

compensation plans are also designed to promote retention 

within our employee base; consultants have an additional 

incentive to stay with Rose. Examples are our ESOP and 

employer matching 401(K) programs. 
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Rose can provide internal and external staff anywhere in the 

continental United States. We are currently working in all 50 

states. We have strategically positioned 20 offices across the 

country, two Centralized Recruiting Centers (CRC) in the 

United States, and one CRC in India, to accommodate all of 

our customers. As new customers are earned, we continue to 

open branches where appropriate. If Rose account 

management personnel are required on-site, we are fortunate to 

have a number of existing staff open to permanent relocation 

or temporary duty.   

 

Rose International is headquartered in Chesterfield, MO, and 

has offices in the following cities; Atlanta, GA; - Austin, TX; - 

Chicago, IL; - Dallas, TX; - Denver, CO ; - Des Moines, IA; - 

Glendale, CA; - Houston, TX; - Irvine, CA; - Jefferson City, 

MO; - Minneapolis, MN; - Las Vegas, NV (satellite office 

location); - Miami, FL (satellite office location); - Peoria, IL 

(satellite office location); - Phoenix(Scottsdale), AZ; - San 

Francisco, CA; - San Ramon, CA; - White Plains, NY; - 

Richmond, VA (satellite office location). Rose also has a 

subsidiary location in New Delhi, India. 

 

 
 

Each office provides Account Management and Recruiting 

functions exclusively. Each office therefore has the back office 

support of our St. Louis headquarters and global operations 

center in India, allowing the local branch to focus on our 

customers. Our operations centers in Jefferson City and St. 

Louis, Missouri along with our offshore center in New Delhi, 

India complement the operations of each local office 

(Recruiters in all three operations centers are assigned to 
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specific local branches for example) to ensure customer 

satisfaction and enriching the abilities of new branch offices 

from day one! 

d) Affirm that you can provide 

the services throughout the 

United States (including 

Alaska, Hawaii, and the 

District of Columbia). 

Rose can provide the services throughout the United States 

(including Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia) 

e) Indicate where you offer 

services in the territories of 

the United States. 

Rose can provide internal and external staff anywhere in the 

continental United States. We are currently working in all 50 

states. 

f) How do you assess customer 

satisfaction? How do you 

measure customer 

satisfaction? What are your 

quality assurance measures 

and how are they handled in 

your organization. 

Rose has a formal process to track and measure customer 

satisfaction. It does vary for each client depending on our 

ability to be able to conduct formal customer manager surveys, 

monthly and/or quarterly business reviews, etc. We utilize our 

technology to monitor and ensure all of our services are 

performing at an acceptable level.  

 

For example, in order to ensure we are meeting our delivery 

SLA's, Rose Management utilizes internal scorecards across 

each customer and each delivery team. We are in a state of 

continuous improvement in areas indicated in these scorecards. 

This tangibly results in updates to the Rose systems four times 

per month with new enhancements, large and small, to 

improve service. It also results in new or updated training 

programs for our delivery teams. We understand that we need 

to adapt as customer needs change or we will become 

irrelevant. Our systems provide constant insights to a variety 

of aspects that impact our quality of service. Rose 

Management utilizes this capability along with first-hand 

involvement and experience to gauge the overall performance 

and quality levels.  

 

Where allowed, we measure our quality of service through 

annual surveys (Voice of Customer surveys), reviewing 

retention rates and by conducting the aforementioned exit 

interviews when consultants complete their projects with Rose. 

The feedback related to the satisfaction level of the customer, 

contractor and the team member, are all key sources of 

information we leverage to continuously improve and innovate 

our organization to perform to the best of our ability. We hope 

to present these and related metrics via a graphical 

presentation of SLA's, Pareto's on reason missed, Action Items 

taken/taking place, and hurdles. These conversations keep us 

both (customer and Rose) aligned on the needful to create the 

highest level of service. These can be quarterly or annual 
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business reviews. 

g) Describe in detail what steps 

your company takes to 

understand the business 

needs of their customer. 

For consistent understanding about customer’s processes and 

requirements throughout the branch offices, Rose will have a 

Client Engagement Associate (CEA) as the primary contact 

point for the day-to-day activities related to service delivery to 

the customer. The CEA will meet with the customer team 

either virtually or in-person to gain an understanding of our 

customer’s environment, culture, rules of engagement and 

general needs. That information will be shared with the Rose 

International recruiting team as part of a training session. The 

information is stored in our CRM system in the form of what 

we term a "Customer Footprint." This is accessible by 

Recruiters as they work on each requisition. Rose Human 

Resources / On-Boarding Services Team will work with the 

Client Engagement Associate to create any specialized 

documentation and program portal (on-line website Rose 

would create to support the information needs of the 

candidates) needed for new employees engaged by our 

customer. All of this training / education can take place in a 

matter of days. 

h) Describe your company’s 

performance monitoring for 

the company. 

Rose Client Engagement Associates formally meet with their 

customers regularly to review quality, as well as other issues. 

Rose works hard to provide quality services to our customers, 

as well as our contractors. We recognize the importance of 

technology in streamlining business processes, such as staffing 

fulfillment. Because of this, Rose has developed a balanced 

scorecard for the “Critical to Quality” success measures. The 

Rose Balance Scorecard, along with other components, 

measures customer and contractor satisfaction. 

 

We are also implementing a unique role – Employee Relation 

Specialist – to ensure the successful execution of our HIGH 

TOUCH customer service and employee relations.  

 

Rose Management is in touch regularly with all Client 

Engagement Associates to ensure a high quality of 

performance is adhered to daily. From time to time, a Rose 

Director or Vice President will accompany Client Engagement 

Associates to customer meetings. 

 

The customer satisfaction is measured regularly through our 

internal QSeries system and customer surveys. We also 

measure our contractor satisfaction through annual surveys, 

retention rate and by conducting exit interviews. The feedback 

of the satisfaction level at the contractor, as well as the 

customer level, also helps our management team to improve 
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our processes to deliver quality services. 

 

2) Candidate Qualifications 

a) Describe how your company 

identifies the most qualified 

candidates for your 

customers.  Describe your 

company's performance 

monitoring for the 

candidates. 

We are focused on providing a comprehensive Talent 

Management solution. We do not just provide staff, but ensure 

the selection of the best matched candidates through the 

different quality check points via our efficient process.  

 

It starts with the most comprehensive understanding of your 

culture, team environment, mission and platforms and ensuring 

all members of our team have that information. To the extent 

State can provide such material or hold calls discussing the 

same for different functional areas with our team in attendance 

we are better able to put the best candidate forward.  

 

With that knowledge as our backdrop to the specific skills of 

the opening our sourcing team gets to work. When describing 

what skills are needed we understand the hiring managers are 

very busy, however the more they can provide in terms of how 

those skills will be used, team size and team mission – the 

better.  

 

That information from State will help every step of the way 

during our multi-step screening/submittal/Interview/Hire 

process and ends at their exit interview and redeploy planning. 

As evidenced by our past performance with many of our 

national clients, we are able to recruit and retain highly 

competent and well-trained personnel. Our industry knowledge 

and experience allows us to build a strong database of 

contingent workers with similar skills and responsibilities to 

fulfill the needs of State of New Mexico. 

 

Rose consultants are encouraged with each timesheet 

completion in QTime, to enter an update on their project 

progress and performance in QTrack. This self-reflection is 

only the start of ensuring our consultants are focused on 

adding value. Rose Resource Delivery Associates formally 

meet their consultants and customers regularly to review 

quality and delivery. The customer satisfaction is measured 

regularly through our internal QSeries systems and customer 

surveys. We also measure our contractor satisfaction through 

annual surveys, retention rate and by conducting exit 

interviews. The feedback from our contractors, as well as our 

customers, helps our management team to improve our 

processes to deliver quality services. Rose follows its own 

appraisal and performance measurement system to ensure the 
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quality of its contractors. In the first stage, the contractor fills 

out an appraisal form. The objective is to evaluate and discuss 

the contractor’s perception of his/her performance and job 

responsibilities. In order to maintain a fair and equitable 

relationship, work performance and salaries are reviewed 

annually. In addition to the above, we ask for performance 

tracking and evaluation process in the form of brief, written 

responses from the customer. Where permitted, Rose conducts 

periodic discussions regarding personnel performance with the 

hiring managers. Also when permitted, we conduct a 

satisfaction survey for each consultant with the hiring 

managers. An electronic form is utilized on an annual and/or 

semi-annual basis, and e-mailed to the hiring managers. 

b) Describe how your company 

verifies each candidate meets 

the customer’s requirements 

necessary to perform the 

required duties. 

Rose International has developed a well-defined multi-layer 

screening process to ensure we submit the best fit every time 

while ensuring a qualified submittal in a timely manner. Every 

candidate undergoes at least two different levels of screening - 

first by a Recruiter and then by a Resource Delivery Associate 

to ensure they have the skills listed on their resume. Rose 

screening process as mentioned below prior to submittal:  

 

Candidates are first screened for communication, availability, 

client position location and soft skills requirement for a 

specific position by a Recruiter. Once the Recruiter feels 

comfortable with the candidate responses, a technical or 

professional interview is conducted based upon the candidate’s 

resume and Technical/Professional Checklist we have created 

for most widely utilized skill sets. The focus is to ensure 

candidates are able to back up their experience listed on the 

resume. We also utilize Prove-It and TechCheck to perform 

technical testing as needed.  

 

In-person Interviews: Whenever possible, candidates are 

interviewed in person, in some of our largest national clients 

this is a rare occurrence.  

 

Reference check: After a candidate is qualified technically, a 

minimum of two professional references are required, and 

checked for each candidate. We accept only professional, 

managerial references.  

 

c) What is your company’s 

policy in regards to 

unsatisfactory candidates?  

As soon as a complaint is received by the Client Engagement 

Associate, we work to understand the specific behavior / issues 

of concern. In talking through expectations with the client 

manager, we determine if there is a chance to work with the 

contractor or if an immediate change is required. We have a 
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strong database of potential candidates matching the client 

footprint at any one time. If a change was required, we would 

immediately implement that to the best of our ability. If the 

hiring manager sees value in attempting to improve the 

performance of the employee, then we would meet with and 

review a performance improvement plan (Human Resource 

document of our own), which would be signed by the 

contractor ensuring their understanding. Monitoring agreed 

upon timeframes would then ensue. If the performance 

improvement is not recognized, we would then suggest a 

replacement, and offer that resource’s time for the first week 

(40 hours) free of charge. The Client Engagement Associate 

will meet the new replaced consultant, complete the 

orientation with the consultant and deliver that individual to 

the client site for their first day of work. 

d) Describe how your company 

will obtain and assign 

temporary staffing under the 

contract.  Policies and 

responses must include the 

following: skill testing and 

screening mechanisms, 

including a description of 

reference and/or background 

checks solicited for each 

applicant and; the manner in 

which job assignments/job 

matching will be determined. 

 

Rose has vast expertise and experience in sourcing, attracting 

and retaining the best professionals in the United States today. 

Our mission is to be your trusted resource for professionals. 

We have a global recruiting team dedicated to being the very 

best in the country. We support this team with the best 

proprietary systems and technology infrastructure. Our entire 

approach to staffing is born from the idea that we are here to 

serve customers and candidates alike. Everything we 

implement from compensation systems, to training, to 

technology is done so from the perspective of enhancing the 

lives of both these important constituencies. 

 

Rose has a proprietary automated, centralized, web-based ATS 

(QPro), capable of receiving and processing temporary 

requisitions. At Rose, we pride ourselves in our ability to 

provide talent with the skills you need. Our efficient recruiting 

model staffed with experienced Recruiters and support 

members provides us with excellent capabilities in locating 

right talent. 

 

The sample figure below depicts various stages involved in a 

Rose Pre-employment Process:- 
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The Recruiting Process is the culmination of over 300 

experienced Recruiters and support members provides us with 

excellent capabilities in locating right talent. Our Recruiters 

are the best in the industry with relevant qualifications and 

experience to identify the right fit for each position. The global 

recruiting engine of Rose provides its customers the highest 

quality Information Technology professionals through a strong 

network of employee referrals and putting an emphasis on not 

just finding the required skills but finding the right person to 

fit your culture. 

 

A sample process is described below: 
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At Rose, we pride ourselves in our ability to provide talent 

with the skills you need. Our efficient recruiting model staffed 

with experienced Recruiters and support members provides us 

with excellent capabilities in locating right talent. The 

following is a detailed discussion of our sourcing process: 

 

Employee Referrals: Most of our new hires are referrals from 

existing employees. Rose has developed a wide reaching 

referral program known as RFriends. The RFriends program 

allows employees to submit referrals to Rose International. 

When those individuals are placed on assignments through 

Rose, the referring employee receives a reward for submitting 

the referral. 

 

Online Resume Banks / Shared Databases: Rose subscribes 

to shared data resources, and has a staff of highly skilled 

personnel that search and monitor the activities of these 

databases 24 hours a day. Our mining team (RITS) passes 

potential hires from these data sources to our recruiters who 

contact and qualify the candidates for placement/submittal to 

opportunities within our client accounts. 
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Job Fairs/Advertising: Rose participates in numerous expos 

and job fairs across the country each year. Interested 

candidates are presented with an overview of Rose and invited 

to supply their resumes to our QPro database to participate in 

Rose/Client opportunities. 

 

Creative Sourcing – LinkedIn, Facebook/Social Media, 

Targeted User groups: Rose Recruiters in all categories are 

trained on web Boolean searches, networking via 

LinkedIn/Facebook, and other methods of finding “passive 

candidates”. These candidates are often not responsive to 

advertisements and are not posting their resumes in areas for 

public consumption. By reaching out to such passive 

candidates, we have found candidates in two days, where 

existing vendors had failed to provide resumes after weeks of 

searching. 

 

QPro: An automated, centralized, web-based Consultant 

Requisition and Management System developed by Rose to 

assist in managing our clients’ needs and the candidates to 

fulfill them. This database of resumes consists of nearly 

1,000,000 resumes and is increasing every day from all of the 

sources mentioned above and the subcontractor process 

mentioned below. 

 

Subcontractors: Rose International has a Preferred Vendor 

Program for pre-qualified subcontractors that we may utilize 

for specific project requirements, if necessary. Rose has a 

process for selecting, approving and managing all 

subcontracting companies. Less than 16% of our billable 

workforce today is with subcontractor. 

 

Our first choice is to engage local candidates for positions in 

their area. Approximately 85 percent of the candidates sourced 

by Rose Recruiters are local to the project location. As such, 

all of these sources contribute to our Active Candidate Pool. 

 

Once we have a relationship with a contractor, they tend to 

remain loyal to Rose because they discover the additional 

benefits we provide. Recruiters are also solely focused on the 

candidate. Many competitors have recruiters assigned to 

certain positions or geographies. We have built a model that 

does not require such limitations. Rather the Recruiters are the 

advocate for the candidate wherever they may desire to work, 

and are free to submit them for assignments across the U.S. 
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Rose International has developed a well-defined multi-layer 

screening process to ensure we submit the best fit every time 

while ensuring a qualified submittal in a timely manner. Every 

candidate undergoes at least two different levels of screening - 

first by a Recruiter and then by a Resource Delivery Associate 

to ensure they have the skills listed on their resume. Rose 

screening process as mentioned below prior to submittal: 

 

Candidates are first screened for communication, availability, 

client position location and soft skills requirement for a 

specific position by a Recruiter. Once the Recruiter feels 

comfortable with the candidate responses, a technical or 

professional interview is conducted based upon the candidate’s 

resume and Technical/Professional Checklist we have created 

for most widely utilized skill sets. The focus is to ensure 

candidates are able to back up their experience listed on the 

resume. We also utilize Prove-It and TechCheck to perform 

technical testing as needed. 

 

In-person Interviews: Whenever possible, candidates are 

interviewed in person, in some of our largest national clients 

this is a rare occurrence. 

 

Reference check: After a candidate is qualified technically, a 

minimum of two professional references are required, and 

checked for each candidate. We accept only professional, 

managerial references. 

 

Rose Background & Drug Screening Process: As soon as 

we sign a new client contract and have our SLAs in place, we 

set up a client specific process (New Hire Process) to cover the 

background screening and all client required specific steps and 

documents. If we are required by a customer to utilize a 

background and drug screening vendor/s other than those 

which we use, Rose will naturally adhere to the client 

requirements. Rose currently works with majority of the 

leading providers for these services. 

 

Rose has a well-defined drug and background screening 

process in place. We have a centralized New Hire Team that 

owns this responsibility. Our standardized and centralized 

processes ensure consistent execution and full compliance with 

all client requirements for screening and on-boarding. Our 

Audit team uses the New Hire Process documents to ensure all 

the checks are complete and positive. 
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Once a candidate is accepted for the position - RDA (Resource 

Delivery Associate) completes an internal JOF (Job Order 

Form) and New Hire request in our system. This triggers the 

New Hire team's actions to begin the client specific on-

boarding check. We have a New Hire Dashboard - visible by 

all delivery team members so everyone is updated in Real 

Time on where we're with every single pending start. All 

employee documents are stored electronically in our internal 

proprietary system. 

 
 

e) What is your company’s 

timeframe for placements of 

candidates for new 

customers? 

As we earn new customers, our first course of business is to 

put together a ""Client Footprint"" document. This document 

contains all client specific information - e.g. Submittal 

requirements; rules of engagements; primary locations and 

skills required at those locations, etc. This helps our proactive 

recruiting efforts. Our Recruiting Team uses this client 

footprint document to proactively build a pool of candidates 

for our client needs. For the most frequently required skill set 

by our clients, we usually have prequalified candidates 

available to submit within matter of hours. 

 

i. Information Technology and Business / Professional 

(Includes - Finance/Risk; HR; Legal/Compliance; 

Marketing and Business Strategy): Rose relies heavily 

on the established relationships we have with our 

prequalified candidates against our client footprint 

document and the strong referral pipeline that 

accompanies those relationships. Our internal system is 

extremely proficient and fine-tuned. We are capable of 

sourcing, screening, processing, and preparing new 

candidates within hours. The system/process followed 

today is a result of nearly 23 years of continuous 

improvement, benchmarking, and pushing the envelope 

on the use of technology. For most of the skill sets, if a 

qualified candidate is in our database, checked tested and 

ready to go, the average cycle time is 2 - 4 hours. If a 

qualified candidate is not available from our database, the 

search and thorough screening of a qualified candidate 
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results in a cycle time of 1 - 2 business days. 

 

ii. Administrative / Clerical: Again, Rose relies heavily on 

the candidate relationship and referral lines. For most of 

the Administrative / Clerical skill sets, if a qualified 

candidate is in our database, checked tested and ready to 

go, the average cycle time is 1 -2 hours. If a qualified 

candidate is not available from our database, the search 

and thorough screening of a qualified candidate results in 

a cycle time of 1 business day. 

f) Describe any benefits and 

incentive programs, as well 

as, skill enhancement 

opportunities which are 

available to assignable staff. 

We have very flexible employment class available for our 

temporary employees to choose from. Today our temporary 

employees can chose from HIB (Hourly Individual Benefit), 

HGB (Hourly Group Benefit) or Salaried employment class. 

Depending on the employment class they choose - they may be 

eligible for some or all of the below benefits. 

 

- A complete insurance package, which includes health, 

dental, vision, life and disability insurance. (Available 

after 60 days of employment. Rose contributes 40% of the 

cost of these.)  

- 401 (k) plan with employer matching; Rose matches 25% 

of the first 7% of employee contributes (All our 

employees are eligible to participate in a company 

sponsored 401k plan with Rose on the 1st of the month 

following their hire date).  

- Holidays and Vacation are identified together as Personal 

Days (Time begins to accrue at date of hire). Rose 

contributes 100% for this. Employee accrues 6.66 hours 

per pay period up to a maximum of 200 hours. (Accrual 

begins on date of hire.) Rose contributes 100% for this. 

- Sick Leave - employee accrues 1.66 hours per pay period 

towards Sick Leave (Accrual begins on date of hire).  

Rose contributes 100% for this. 

- Bereavement Leave for death of a family member (Begins 

on date of hire). Rose contributes 100% for this. 

- Jury duty of up to 2 days paid with proper court 

documentation (Begins on date of hire).  

- An employee stock bonus program. This program is an 

ERISA governed tax qualified profit sharing plan under 

which a Trust holds shares for the benefit of participating 

employees. Rose contributes 100%. 

 

The first step to outstanding performance is for the individual 

consultants to remain on the job for the duration. Rose offers 

to all contingent employees a 401(k) with 25% matching. This 
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is an efficient way reward continued good performance and 

loyalty. Likewise, we have an established ESOP program with 

over 800 participants most of which are our contingent staff. 

Here the company contributes 100% of the annual donation 

and the vesting matches the 401(k).           

 

Rose College is an on-line training portal providing thousands 

of available titles in both business skills and technology skills. 

We subsidize this programs availability for all of our nearly 

4000 employees.  

 

In addition to those global programs, we allow client needs to 

drive such client specific programs. For example, in some of 

our call centers we have established attendance prizes for 

perfect attendance and tenure bonuses that align with position 

and program needs. 
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3) Government Relations 

a) Describe the experience your 

company has with regards to 

placements of candidates 

within government entities. 

Rose has been in business for the last 23 years as an 

experienced team of technical professionals with diverse 

industry backgrounds. Rose is no stranger to partnering with 

government and large Fortune100/500 customers.  Our team 

has over 100 years of combined experience with numerous 

government entities, including the State of Missouri, State of 

Illinois, State of Kansas, State of Arkansas, State of Iowa, 

United States Department of Agriculture, United States 

Department of the Interior, to name but a few. 

 

Rose has over six thousand consultants working in all states 

through our commercial and government accounts.  With Rose 

International you get the best of all worlds because we 

leverage and share best practices and technical knowledge 

from both the commercial and government markets.  

 

Our Core Competency truly is "Finding the right candidate for 

the right job at a value price to our client faster than any other 

company." We have a proven track record of providing quality 

candidates across the entire spectrum especially all the skill 

sets which are in scope of this RFP. 

 

Rose is an accomplished IT Services and Solutions company 

with over 23 years of experience providing high quality 

solutions to State and Local governments throughout the 

United States. Our experience is found in all branches of state 

government including executive, legislative and higher 

education. Our project work includes all aspects of the 

software development lifecycle from Analysis and Planning 

through Development, Operations, and Maintenance. We can 

be found at the very beginning of IT projects performing RFP 

and Business Analysis support and on the back end providing 

24/5 Help Desk support. Rose is also an accomplished 

Workforce Solution company with an extensive staffing and 

employment outsourcing infrastructure. We have over 300 full 

time Rose staffing managers, a “hot list” of over 1,000,000 

consultants either engaged or ready to be engaged, and our 

recruiting for any one position continues 24/5 once a 

requisition is released. Our State government practice has a 

dedicated team of full time staffing managers who are focused 

solely on your government needs. Rose engages a partnering 

of over 168 subcontractor staffing companies from across the 

nation to assist in our delivery of the best resources available 
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for any given customer program. Finally, Rose is price 

sensitive. We understand the need to control costs within our 

business structure so as to drive costs down and bring value 

up. In addition to a world-class sourcing engine, we have 

extensive staff, process and controls in our back office. These 

processes include on-boarding, audit support, termination 

processes, sub-contractor vetting services, as well as the 

various accounting functions. Being a supplier to federal 

agencies as well as some of the world’s leading financial and 

healthcare organizations has exposed our entire operation to a 

variety of audits. We have a track record of being 100% 

compliant with the likes of the Defense Contractor Audit 

Agency, and third party and internal audit teams from our 

major Fortune 500 customers. Our consultants are well 

compensated and provided industry-best benefits ensuring 

loyalty to your needs while providing the incentive to stay and 

grow with Rose. The Rose value speaks for itself.  

b) Describe your company’s 

minimum pre-employment 

screening process.  This may 

be negotiated with Awarded 

Offeror(s) to ensure 

consistency at entry level 

positions; additional 

requirements will be at the 

Procuring Agency’s 

discretion.  

Rose International has developed a well-defined multi-layer 

screening process to ensure we submit the best fit every time 

while ensuring a qualified submittal in a timely manner. Every 

candidate undergoes at least two different levels of screening - 

first by a Recruiter and then by a Resource Delivery Associate 

to ensure they have the skills listed on their resume. Rose 

screening process as mentioned below prior to submittal:  

 

Candidates are first screened for communication, availability, 

client position location and soft skills requirement for a 

specific position by a Recruiter. Once the Recruiter feels 

comfortable with the candidate responses, a technical or 

professional interview is conducted based upon the candidate’s 

resume and Technical/Professional Checklist we have created 

for most widely utilized skill sets. The focus is to ensure 

candidates are able to back up their experience listed on the 

resume. We also utilize Prove-It and TechCheck to perform 

technical testing as needed.  

 

In-person Interviews: Whenever possible, candidates are 

interviewed in person, in some of our largest national clients 

this is a rare occurrence.  

 

Reference check: After a candidate is qualified technically, a 

minimum of two professional references are required, and 

checked for each candidate. We accept only professional, 

managerial references. 

c) Describe your company’s 

experience providing 

Rose has the ability to find, attract and retain great candidates 

regardless their candidate profile. Where disabled candidates 
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services in states where 

preferences exist for 

agencies that employ a 

minimum percentage of 

persons with disabilities. 

are a preference we can present them for positions just as we 

could any other profile. We have a strong EEOC program and 

culture and so therefore certainly present candidates disabled 

or not many times every month to our customers across the 

country.  

 

Historically, Rose has utilized Service Disabled Veteran 

companies to provide staffing services.  Under the current 

State of Missouri IT Services contract, Rose has committed 

3% of all business done under this contract to SDVE 

companies.  In addition, Rose has utilized multiple sheltered 

workshops for contractually-required services to add value in 

the performance of our contracts. 

 

 

6.7.3 Protection of Sensitive Information 

 

Required Information Offeror’s Response 

a) What measures do you take 

to protect sensitive customer 

(procuring agency) 

information?  

Rose International understands the need for the utmost security 

of information and privacy for our employees, applicants and 

clients. We have full control over our internal IT systems. This 

is a strategic benefit to our clients, as it means that we are not 

dependent on a 3rd party provider for the security and privacy 

of the information we manage.  We have implemented a wide-

variety of measures in how we handle information, of which 

we can only discuss a few for the sake of brevity in this 

response. 

 

First and foremost, we utilize separation of duties approach to 

ensure that confidential personnel information is only handled 

by certain people. For example, we have a centralized New 

Hire Team that manages all background checks and on-

boarding steps where confidential information is handled. In 

addition, each internal employee accesses our systems using a 

pre-defined role, which is dependent on their position in the 

company. This role-based access ensures that each person has 

access to the information they need to do their job, but not 

more. 

 

Regarding the information itself, all confidential or Non-Public 

Information (NPI) is masked immediately after entry, unless 

certain credentials are possessed. Only Senior Management 

and Human Resources personnel have full access to NPI.  At a 

physical level, all offices are connected to our data centers via 

encrypted connections. Our data centers themselves are 

protected with physical, electronic and managerial procedures 
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to keep the information that we collect secure, redundant and 

backed-up. 

 

Last but not least, we do not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer 

personal, identifiable information to outside parties. 

b) Describe how your company 

trains and ensures that 

candidates placed with a 

procuring agency adhere to 

all HIPPA requirements 

regarding confidential 

information as defined in 

Section 1.3 Definitions.  

Rose consultants are provided with a training document that 

provides an overview of the HIPAA requirements.  This 

document covers the following areas: 

 

 Introduction to HIPAA 

 Statutory and Regulatory Background 

 HIPAA Coverage 

 HIPAA Protected Components 

o Privacy Rules 

o Security Rules 

o Enforcement Rules 

 Penalties and Sanctions 

 Safeguards and Guidelines 

 

Certain clients have requested that each consultant pass a 

HIPAA quiz based on the training document before beginning 

the project.  Rose has the flexibility to tailor the handout 

and/or quiz to each client’s specific requirement. 

c) Describe how your company 

trains and ensures that the 

candidates placed with a 

procuring agency adhere to 

all  privacy and confidential 

State specific confidentiality 

requirements regarding 

confidential information as 

defined in Section 1.3 

Definitions 

Rose has established standards and procedures that adhere to 

best practices for security and confidentiality. These practices 

are a very critical, complex, and an important aspect of any 

project.  Our consultants are experienced in with security 

standards of many state governments.  All Rose consultants are 

required to sign confidentiality statements as a part of their 

employee contract.   All Rose consultants are educated by 

Rose management to the proper conduct and procedures for 

the handling and sharing of all customer data.  Special 

attention is directed for confidential and sensitive data.   All 

subcontractors are required to sign security standards and 

confidentiality statements as a part of their teaming agreements 

and any consultants presented by their company through Rose 

are required to sign additional confidentiality and security 

statements.  In addition, all Rose consultants are given 

instructions for the security standards and expectations that the 

State agency sets. Rose management monitors security 

standards and communications to ensure that our consultants 

are compliant with all security expectations as set with the 

State agencies and their respective projects.  

 

Rose consultants are instructed on mandatory government 

regulations for confidentiality of data.  As an example, the 
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HIPAA Regulations for privacy is one of government’s top 

priorities today. Rose International has successfully 

implemented these new regulations in detail and has had 

significant discussion with Health Care providers for their 

continued performance.  Rose has followed this method of 

performance to satisfy the HIPAA standards. Rose will 

provide orientation on HIPPA compliance to our consultants as 

needed to ensure that the security and privacy issues 

surrounding these regulations are fully met.  As ongoing 

regulations continue to be adopted for HIPPA and other 

programs, Rose will continue to provide appropriate 

instruction for compliance to all security and privacy 

expectations.    

 

Adhering to the above techniques and approaches, and 

conforming to PMI Project Management guidelines, Rose can 

assure that all projects will be managed and controlled for 

maximum efficiency and delivery of the highest quality of 

services.  Rose has proven that this method of performance 

produces on time, on budget, on scope, and for highest 

customer satisfaction.  
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G. Response to Technical Requirements (Section 6.8) 

 

1. Scope of Work (Section 6.8.1 &Attachment B) 

 

Attachment B: Scope of Work 

 

This RFP is soliciting proposals from Temporary Employment Companies to provide services relating 

to Administrative Support (Including Office and Clerical), Commercial/Industrial Workers, and 

Healthcare Staffing Services, Information Technology Professional Services, and Professional Services 

as defined within the scope of this RFP. Awarded Offerors shall be independent contractors and not 

employees of the State of New Mexico or Participating Entities.  The Awarded Offeror’s staff, 

including temporary assigned individuals shall also not be considered employees of the Participating 

Entities. 

 

These services are as needed and upon request from State agencies and political subdivisions.  

Contractor(s) will be responsible for hiring, firing, taxes, workers’ compensation, benefits, etc., for the 

candidates who are not employees of the individual participating entities.  Candidates will not be 

provided employee benefits from the State agencies or political subdivisions.  

 

The State will not guarantee any minimum level of usage for any resulting contract(s) under this RFP.  

 

Offerors Instructions 

Offerors shall respond in the form of a detailed narrative describing how your company meets or 

exceeds each specification 1 -10, unless otherwise instructed.  Marketing materials, links and statement 

of concurrence will not be accepted as a response to the requirements and may be rejected. 

 

1. Temporary Employment Services 
 

Rose has vast expertise and experience in sourcing, attracting and retaining the best professionals in 

the United States today. Our mission is to be your trusted resource for professionals. We are experts 

in the recruiting field. We have a global recruiting team dedicated to being the very best in the 

country. We support this team with the best proprietary systems and technology infrastructure. For 

example, as soon as a requisition is received – not only is your local dedicated team working on 

bringing the best candidate to your project, but recruiters across the globe are notified and work 

collaboratively in our systems for your benefit. 

 

At Rose, we pride ourselves in our ability to provide talent with the skills you need. Our efficient 

recruiting model staffed with over 300 experienced Recruiters and support members provides us 

with excellent capabilities in locating right talent. Our Recruiters are the best in the industry with 

relevant qualifications and experience to identify the right fit for each position. 

 

We will choose Recruiters who have relevant industry and geographic experience. We have an 

experienced team of Recruiters, RDA and CEAs with experience servicing government entities. We 

have years of proven experience providing quality temporary staff across all of the skill sets in a 

location contemplated in this RFP for like size and industry clients. We are confident that that we 

will exceed State expectations every time. 
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1.1. Awarded Offeror will notify the Procuring Agency on availability within four (4) hours after a 

request is made for services that will commence within five (5) working days following the 

request;  

 

Rose International frequently responds to staffing needs with candidates to our clients within 

hours of request. Our system and organizational structure normally allow us to source, screen, 

process and prepare new candidates at every time. The system and process followed today is a 

result of 23 years of continuous improvement, benchmarking, and pushing the envelope on the 

use of technology. Rose has proven track record of exceeding customer expectations for similar 

clients in similar geographic region.  

We have a base of suitable consultants in a pool, based on the customer footprint, which 

defines technical and cultural aspects of any given customer. With over 1,000,000 candidates in 

our internal database of people we have qualified, we are confident that we will exceed 

Procuring Agency’s expectations every time. 

 

With our experience and capability we are confident that will notify the Procuring Agency on 

availability within four (4) hours after a request is made for services that will commence within 

five (5) working days following the request. 

 

1.2. Awarded Offeror will notify the Procuring Agency on availability within two (2) days after a 

request is made for services that will commence later than five (5) working days following the 

request;  

 

Rose International frequently responds to staffing needs with candidates to our clients within 

hours of request. Our system and organizational structure normally allow us to source, screen, 

process and prepare new candidates at every time. The system and process followed today is a 

result of 23 years of continuous improvement, benchmarking, and pushing the envelope on the 

use of technology. Rose has proven track record of exceeding customer expectations for similar 

clients in similar geographic region.  

We have a base of suitable consultants in a pool, based on the customer footprint, which 

defines technical and cultural aspects of any given customer. With over 1,000,000 candidates in 

our internal database of people we have qualified, we are confident that we will exceed 

Procuring Agency’s expectations. 

 

Rose will notify the Procuring Agency on availability within two (2) days after a request is 

made for services that will commence within five (5) working days following the request. 

 

1.3. Awarded Offeror will confirm with the Procuring Agency the arrival of its Candidate by 

telephone within one-half (1/2) hour after scheduled arrival time. 

 

Rose will confirm with the Procuring Agency the arrival of its Candidate by telephone within 

one-half (1/2) hour after scheduled arrival time. 

 

1.4. Awarded Offeror is responsible to communicate with its Candidate the Procuring Agency’s 

requirements regarding hours of work, duration, location, expectations, dress code and other 

information concerning the assignment. 
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Rose Client Engagement Associate will complete orientation with each contractor, and deliver 

that individual to the Procuring Agency site for their first day of work. During the orientation, 

the contractor would be made aware of the industry knowledge, profile, work culture, hours of 

work, duration, location, expectations, dress code and other information concerning the 

assignment. He will be given a clear idea of his roles, responsibilities and reporting. The Rose 

Client Engagement Associate will later follow-up and confirm that Procuring Agency is 

satisfied with the delivery of the contractor, and that the contractor has all of the appropriate 

information and skills to ensure success at the Procuring Agency’s project. 

 

1.5. All temporarily assigned individuals will be appropriately dressed for the assignment and shall 

maintain a professional demeanor.  Dress code policy is established by the individual agencies.  

Temporary Candidate must dress according to the requirements of the Procuring Agency 

requesting the assignment. 

 

All Rose temporarily assigned individuals will be appropriately dressed for the assignment and 

will maintain a professional demeanor. 

 

1.6. Temporarily assigned individuals should be available for the entire length of the assignment; 

however, if a replacement is required, a qualified replacement must be provided within twenty-

four (24) hours of notification, including weekends and holidays. 

 

Rose’s top priorities are our customers and contingent staff.  After 23 years of being a staffing 

focused business, we have learned that if you are dedicated to your employees, it is 

reciprocated. Our team works daily on building employee satisfaction by staying in close 

contact with them, being fully available and accessible to our contingent staff and their 

managers daily. Our Recruiters are in constant contact with our workers regarding their project, 

future career endeavors and training needs. Due to these close relationships, we understand 

their needs, and build their long-term loyalty. Our team is always striving to learn and exceed 

our consultants’ expectations by constantly encouraging feedback through various creative 

methods.  We hold regular luncheons, group parties, morale events, individual meetings, 

employee satisfaction surveys, pizza parties, coffee breaks, and other special team building 

events.  Our employees are the key to our success, and we are always striving to be better and 

improve overall performance. 

 

Having this open communication style and working this closely with our contingent staff has 

also enabled us to proactively manage issues before it became problems for the hiring manager. 

Rose has been able to maintain and have improved our attrition rate over the years by 

combination of sound personnel management and compensation packages that are competitive 

and desirable.  

As evidenced by our past performance with many of our clients nationwide, we are able to 

recruit and retain highly competent and well-trained personnel.   

 

In many areas, we are able to re-engage our contractors from one client to another. Due to this 

contractors have enjoyed a long-term association and career growth with Rose. This has 

significantly helped us reduce our overall attrition rate.  
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If for any reason Procuring Agency feels that a consultant is not the right fit and must be 

released/replace, Rose will replace that consultant and provide a qualified replacement within 

twenty-four (24) hours of notification, including weekends and holidays. Rose can respond to 

such urgent requests with candidates to our clients within hours of request. For each customer, 

we build a skill footprint by category so our recruiting teams have a resource comprised of the 

skills, culture, roles, etc. for each customer. We have a strong database of potential candidates 

matching the client footprint at any one time. If a replacement is required, we can immediately 

provide resources. With over 1,000,000 resumes in our internal database we are confident that 

we will exceed Procuring Agency’s expectations. 

 

With respect to SLA’s and KPI’s, we expect to be 100% compliant with those mentioned in the 

MSA provided, and will work in earnest to define the best possible KPI’s for the SOW’s that 

arise in the course of our service delivery. 

 

1.7. The Procuring Agency reserves the right to reduce the length of the temporary assignment and 

will provide the Awarded Offeror with as much notification as possible. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

2. Work Hours 

 

2.1. The exact work hours for temporarily assigned personnel will be determined by the Procuring 

Agency.  Generally, work hours begin at 8:00 a.m. and end at 5:00 p.m.  Monday through 

Friday excluding officially observed holidays by the Procuring Agency.  Temporarily assigned 

personnel will work no more than eight (8) hours per day, excluding one (1) hour for lunch; or 

a total of forty (40) hours per week. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the working hour’s policy mentioned above. Although During 

the contractor orientation, the contractor would be made aware of the Procuring Agency hours 

of work.  

 

2.2. Temporarily assigned individuals will not be paid for their lunch hour. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

2.3. Agencies have the right to request temporarily assigned individuals for holiday, evening/night, 

weekend or shift work. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

2.4. Hours may vary per Procuring Agency. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 
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2.5. The Procuring Agency reserves the right to request a replacement of any individual.  If for any 

reason a replacement is required within the first eight (8) hours of service, there will be no 

charge to the Procuring Agency.  Any time beyond the initial eight (8) hours of service, the 

temporarily assigned individual is determined to be unsatisfactory; the Awarded Offeror agrees 

to issue a credit invoice to the Procuring Agency for the total charges from the point the 

Procuring Agency notifies the Awarded Offeror to request a replacement. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above; however Rose has a standard 

replacement policy of one week (40 hrs) that we offer all our clients. Our confidence in 

delivering the right candidate has helped us in declaring our standard replacement policy. If for 

any reason Procuring Agency feels that a consultant is not the right fit within the first week and 

must be released, Rose will replace that consultant and will not invoice Procuring Agency for 

the released consultant's hours.  

 

2.6. The Awarded Offeror agrees to replace an unsatisfactory individual within one (1) business 

day; however, the Procuring Agency has the option to contact a different Awarded Offeror for 

the service. 

 

Rose will replace that unsatisfactory consultant and provide a qualified replacement within 

twenty-four (24) hours of notification. Rose can respond to such urgent requests with 

candidates to our clients within hours of request. For each customer, we build a skill footprint 

by category so our recruiting teams have a resource comprised of the skills, culture, roles, etc. 

for each customer. We have a strong database of potential candidates matching the client 

footprint at any one time. If a replacement is required, we can immediately provide resources. 

With over 1,000,000 resumes in our internal database we are confident that we will exceed 

Procuring Agency’s expectations.  
 

2.7. The Procuring Agency shall be the sole judge as to whether a temporarily assigned individual 

is satisfactory and is fulfilling the Procuring Agency’s requirements. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

3. Listing of Position Classifications & Pay Rate  
Each Procuring Agency will provide a listing of position classifications to the Awarded Offeror; 

however, the listing is not meant to be all-inclusive.  Individual states or agencies may request other 

temporary positions by way of providing the Awarded Offeror(s) with the employee pay rate, 

position classification/title and description of duties.  Describe how your company captures and 

provides additional positions requested by the Procuring Agencies. 

 

Rose has a proprietary database, QPro, with over 1,000,000 consultant entries.  All the requisitions 

are received via email or another tool as used by the customer. The requisition is keyed QPro by our 

Client Engagement Associate/Resource Delivery Associate. The recruitment team further works on 

each requisition to find the best candidate for each position.  The team provided for the State of 

New Mexico will be assigned and focused on State’s requisitions for this contract. 
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Rose has a proprietary automated, centralized, fully integrated, web-based consultant requisition 

and management system that is an Applicant Tracking System (ATS) to assist in managing our 

clients’ needs, and the candidates to fulfill them. The tool helps us to maintain consistent 

performance level and quality. It also keeps track of each position filled to ensure consistency in 

price. The tool is also capable of generating many ad-hoc reports. We typically work with our 

clients to define those reports, frequency and mode/format of sending such reports, please find our 

QPro reporting samples attached.  

Our Qpro system provides the recruiting team immediate visibility to those infrequent openings 

when they occur. As stated previously the QPro system includes: 

1. QCandidate: This includes various options such as add Candidate, Search Candidate, etc. 

2. QOpening: Includes our Opening Dashboard, which lists all hot openings companywide, and 

displays the current status of each opening. As activity takes place, the dashboard is 

automatically updated, Client Engagement Associates see when candidates have been tied to 

their openings, Recruiters and Client Engagement Associates can drill down into the detail 

regarding all “hot” openings. Without this tool, communication regarding daily service delivery 

to our customers would be sporadic. Today, all service delivery employees at Rose know at a 

moment’s glance what action they need to take next given their role. This is an example of an 

Opening Dashboard: 

3. QPro Client View – managing the footprint and model employed to best deliver on each 

account. 

4. QTime: This system helps in tracking the time record of employees. 

5. QExpense: This system is used to track the expenses. 

6.   Project Portal: A proprietary access to the deliverables and status of all project based Solution 

efforts. 
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Our Openings Dashboard, shown above, lists all hot openings companywide and displays the current 

status of each opening. As activity takes place, the dashboard is automatically updated, Client 

Engagement Associates see when candidates have been tied to their openings, Recruiters and Client 

Engagement Associates can drill down into the detail regarding all “hot” openings. All phone calls, 

emails and texts from the system are tracked and documented herein. The priorities from one minute to 

the next are therefore easily determined. Dashboards exist for each customer team. Without this tool, 

communication regarding daily service delivery to our customers would be sporadic. Today, all service 

delivery employees at Rose know at a moment’s glance what action they need to take next, given their 

role. All customers are therefore afforded optimum focus and attention. 

The Hot Opening Dashboard shows the following information 

· Total Hot Openings –Shows the total number of listings found in the search 

· Opening Coverage –  The percentage of the listed openings that are currently being actively 

recruited for and have at least one candidate submitted for the opening 

· Total Positions – The total number of positions available. Positions refer to the number of people 

needed to fill the opening, in other words, the number of jobs available with the opening. For 

example, one client opening for a Tester could have 5 positions, meaning the client needs 5 testers. 

· Position Coverage –  The percentage of positions that are currently being actively recruited for 

and have at least one candidate submitted for the position 

·  

The purpose of this dashboard is to help both RDAs and Recruiters manage openings.  

· For RDA’s – To view all of the assigned openings at a quick glance. Ability to see the status of 

candidates in the process of getting placed with the openings. 

· To easily tie or untie candidates from positions 

· For Recruiters –  To help prioritize where to focus search efforts 

 

At Rose, we pride ourselves in our ability to provide talent with the skills you need. Our efficient 

recruiting model staffed with experienced Recruiters and support members provides us with excellent 

capabilities in locating right talent. The following is a detailed discussion of our sourcing process: 

Employee Referrals: Most of our new hires are referrals from existing employees. Rose has developed 

a wide reaching referral program known as RFriends. The RFriends program allows employees to 

submit referrals to Rose International. When those individuals are placed on assignments through Rose, 

the referring employee receives a monthly bonus for the entire duration of the project allowing for a 

substantially larger payout then a traditional referral program. Additionally, once in the program, an 

employee is able to continue referring candidates and receiving their monthly payments even if they 

leave Rose – through our innovative RFriends program. 

Online Resume Banks / Shared Databases: Rose subscribes to shared data resources, and has a staff of 

highly skilled personnel that search and monitor the activities of these databases 24 hours a day. Our 
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mining team (RITS) passes potential hires from these data sources to our recruiters who contact and 

qualify the candidates for placement/submittal to opportunities within our client accounts.  

Job Fairs/Advertising: Rose participates in numerous expos and job fairs across the country each year. 

Interested candidates are presented with an overview of Rose and invited to supply their resumes to our 

QPro database to participate in Rose/Client opportunities. 

Creative Sourcing – LinkedIn, Facebook/Social Media, Targeted User groups: Rose Recruiters in all 

categories are trained on web Boolean searches, networking via LinkedIn/Facebook, and other methods 

of finding “passive candidates”. These candidates are often not responsive to advertisements and are 

not posting their resumes in areas for public consumption. By reaching out to such passive candidates, 

we have found candidates in two days, where existing vendors had failed to provide resumes after 

weeks of searching.  

 

QPro: An automated, centralized, web-based Consultant Requisition and Management System 

developed by Rose to assist in managing our clients’ needs and the candidates to fulfill them. This 

database of resumes consists of nearly 200,000 resumes and is increasing every day from all of the 

sources mentioned above and the subcontractor process mentioned below.  

Subcontractors: Rose International has a Preferred Vendor Program for pre-qualified subcontractors 

that we may utilize for specific project requirements, if necessary. Rose has a process for selecting, 

approving and managing all subcontracting companies. Currently, Rose International has over 168 

qualified subcontracting vendor partners that provide subcontracting services to both our commercial 

and government customers.  

Our first choice is to engage local candidates for positions in their area. Approximately 85 percent of 

the candidates sourced by Rose Recruiters are local to the project location. As such, all of these sources 

contribute to our Active Candidate Pool.  

Once we have a relationship with a contractor, they tend to remain loyal to Rose because they discover 

the additional benefits we provide. Recruiters are also solely focused on the candidate. Many 

competitors have recruiters assigned to certain positions or geographies. We have built a model that 

does not require such limitations. Rather the Recruiters are the advocate for the candidate wherever 

they may desire to work, and are free to submit them for assignments across the U.S.  

4. Placement 

Offeror shall describe how their company will provide assistance for Procuring Agencies with the 

placement of any candidate(s).  At a minimum, include problem (conflict) and resolutions and the 

following items below: 

 

Rose will work with every consultant to ensure that appropriate paperwork is handled before their first 

day on site with the State of New Mexico. The Client Engagement Associate will complete the 
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orientation with the consultant. During the orientation, the consultant will be made aware of the 

industry knowledge and profile and the work culture at the state agency. He/she will be given a clear 

idea of his roles and responsibilities. The Client Engagement Associate will later follow-up and confirm 

that state agency contact is satisfied with the delivery of the consultant and that the consultant has all 

appropriate information and skills to ensure success for the agency.   

 

Our proven processes and proprietary candidate database has allowed us to place candidates in a timely 

manner.  We have placed candidates onsite in as little as 48 hours, although typical periods vary 

dependent upon the position and background checks requirements. 

 

In some occasions, partnering is needed to bring resources to our customers. Rose has partnered with 

some of the best companies nationally to assist in these areas of need. We have reviewed and qualified 

firms into our support network for this RFP, which allows us to provide our agency customers with 

qualified resources of varied experience/ skill sets in the various regions specified in this RFP. This also 

helps us in short listing the right candidates with exact skill sets and experience match in a faster way in 

comparison to other traditional approaches. Rose suppliers average more than 15 years of related 

experience and go through our comprehensive RFI process prior to receiving any opportunities. These 

groups of supplying partners are only used with the permission and knowledge of our customers. The 

list of our suppliers is changing as Rose is constantly judging their ability to satisfy our clients’ recent 

requirements.  

Once a candidate is selected, Rose uses a separate team, our On-boarding Services Team (OBST), to 

ensure 100 percent compliance on all client on-boarding requirements by the New Hire process. Rose’s 

OBST works to ensure that every consultant presented for hire by our recruiting and account 

management teams has the proper paper-work completed and filed with the customer. Our centralized 

OBST programs each customer's on-boarding requirements (background check and documentation 

requirements) into our New Hire Portal and Dashboard. The New Hire Portal is used to collect the 

information. The Dashboard then shows all Rose employees involved (CEA, RDA, Recruiter) the status 

of each new hire as they move through the process and complete their documents / background checks. 

The OBST ensures that all new hire files all are complete and accurate 

Our New Hire Portal simplifies the candidate on-boarding process. The portal is capable of generating 

employment and client documents, including obtaining electronic signatures.  Data security and 

candidate privacy are of the utmost importance to us. Rose’s process is secure and authenticates 

electronic signature through government issued identification. Our electronic signature process is 

legally binding and complies with the U.S. Federal ESIGN Act and UETA Act. Rose continues to be 

“audit ready” for our clients through our electronic on-boarding.  Rose’s New Hire Portal also provides 

real time data of where a candidate is in the on-boarding process. Rose International’s New Hire Team 

can easily view the completion status of each candidate. If an item is outstanding, it is easily identified 

and the New Hire Team can request that it be completed.  Our candidates can access the New Hire 

Portal and complete the on-boarding documents at anytime and as they log in and out their progress is 

tracked and maintained. This eases the experience for on-boarding and helps improve the overall 
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experience of the contract worker for our customers. The system is available 24 hours a day, seven days 

a week. 
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Rose’s Client Engagement Associates work directly with the leadership and project directors from the 

state agencies and with the Project Managers, Team Leads, and consultants for the completion of 

defined project deliverables.  Client Engagement Associates are the primary point of contact for the 

agencies and are responsible of overall customer satisfaction and delivery of services.   
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4.1. Agencies may refer a candidate to be hired to the Awarded Offeror to sign up to perform 

specific services needed or may request the Awarded Offeror to recruit and provide the 

temporary Candidate. The Procuring Agency will not pay a placement or conversion fee for 

individuals who are a direct referral from the Procuring Agency. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

4.2. Upon a request for service from the Procuring Agency, the Awarded Offeror will provide 

expedient temporary employment services.  An e-mail, facsimile, or telephone call from the 

Procuring Agency will constitute a request for service. 

 

Most requisitions today come to us via a Vendor Management System (VMS). In the absence 

of a VMS, they may be emailed, phoned in, or received live by our account management team 

on-site. Once received, they are entered into our proprietary automated, centralized, web-based 

Staffing Delivery system (QPro) by our Client Engagement Associate or Resource Delivery 

Associates. QPro is capable of receiving and processing temporary requisitions. The Rose 

Recruitment Team further works on each requisition to find the best candidate for each 

position. As work progresses, each client has a dashboard managed by the delivery team for 

that client. They can see candidates being reached out to, reaching back in, prepping for 

submittal, interview, etc. It is real time tracking of the requisition fulfillment and one of a kind 

in the industry. 

 

4.3. The Procuring Agency reserves the right to interview the candidate to determine their 

qualifications for the required position (but this does not negate the Awarded Offeror’s 

responsibility of qualifying candidate(s)). 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

4.4. The Procuring Agency may reject and/or remove any candidate who does not meet the 

requested experience or is deficient in the performance of the assignment. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

4.5. Procuring Agencies may select Awarded Offeror(s) within their geographic region based on the 

preference of the Procuring Agency.  

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

4.6. Multiple Awarded Offerors may be contacted to fill the same position. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

5. Contractor’s Responsibilities 
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5.1. The Awarded Offeror is responsible to obtain the information as described in the Scope of 

Work and any other information necessary to determine what job category satisfies the service 

request.  

 

For consistent understanding about customer’s processes and requirements throughout the 

branch offices, Rose will have a Client Engagement Associate (CEA) as the primary contact 

point for the day-to-day activities related to service delivery to the customer. The CEA will 

meet with the customer team either virtually or in-person to gain an understanding of our 

customer’s environment, culture, rules of engagement and general needs. That information will 

be shared with the Rose International recruiting team as part of a training session. The 

information is stored in our CRM system in the form of what we term a "Customer Footprint ." 

This is accessible by Recruiters as they work on each requisition. Rose Human Resources / On-

Boarding Services Team will work with the Client Engagement Associate to create any 

specialized documentation and program portal (on-line website Rose would create to support 

the information needs of the candidates) needed for new employees engaged by our customer. 

All of this training / education can take place in a matter of days. 

 

5.2. The Awarded Offeror will inform the Procuring Agency point of contact of the proposed job 

classification and applicable rate to obtain authorization to proceed with the service request.  

 

Rose will inform the Procuring Agency point of contact of the proposed job classification and 

applicable rate to obtain authorization to proceed with the service request. 

 

5.3. Placing candidates out of applicable job classification is considered an abuse of the contract.  

Periodic checks of requests and assignments will be performed by the Procuring Agency to 

ensure this does not occur. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

5.4. The Awarded Offeror is responsible for conducting appropriate background and reference 

checks on potential candidates prior to any assignments and should be prepared to conduct 

more extensive background investigations when required by the Procuring Agency.  Awarded 

Offeror must send notification to the Procuring Agencies of the compliance of the background 

and reference checks.  Failure to provide notification of compliance will be considered a 

violation of the contract and may result in rejection of the candidate and possibly jeopardize 

future placements by offending Awarded Offeror. 

 

As soon as we sign a new client contract and have our SLAs in place, we set up a client 

specific process (New Hire Process) to cover the background screening and all client required 

specific steps and documents. If we are required by a customer to utilize a vendor other than 

those which we use, Rose will naturally adhere to the client requirements. Rose works with all 

the leading providers for these services, the primary vendors Rose utilizes to outsource 

screening work are outlined below.  

 

Type of Check                                  Vendor Utilized 
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Criminal Background Check             First Advantage 

Drug Screen (10 Panel)                     Quest Diagnostics 

Health Check                                     Kaiser Permanente     

  

 

Rose has a well-defined drug and background screening process in place. We have a 

centralized New Hire Team that owns this responsibility. Our standardized and centralized 

processes ensure consistent execution and full compliance with all client requirements for 

screening and on-boarding. Our Audit team uses the New Hire Process documents to ensure all 

the checks are complete and positive. 

 

Once a candidate is accepted for the position - RDA (Resource Delivery Associate) completes 

an internal JOF (Job Order Form) and New Hire request in our system. This triggers the New 

Hire team's actions to begin the client specific on-boarding check. We have a New Hire 

Dashboard - visible by all delivery team members so everyone is updated in Real Time on 

where we're with every single pending start. All employee documents are stored electronically 

in our internal proprietary system. Rose will send all notification to the Procuring Agencies of 

the compliance of the background and reference checks.   

 

5.5. These services are as needed and upon request from State agencies and political subdivisions.  

Awarded Offeror will be responsible for liability insurance, federal and state payroll 

requirements including but not limited to insurance coverage for any candidate sent to the 

Procuring Agency, payroll taxes, payroll reports, workers’ compensation, benefits, hiring and 

firing etc., for the candidates .  

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

5.6. The Awarded Offeror is responsible for conducting periodic quality assurance checks with the  

Procuring Agency’s point of contact to verify that the  Procuring Agency’s requirements are 

being fulfilled by the candidate.  At a minimum, these checks should be completed at the end 

of the first week of any assignment.  Procuring Agencies may request quality assurance checks 

at any interval during the term of the candidate’s placement. 

 

Rose International builds quality assurance, customer satisfaction and performance 

measurement into its operations at all levels. Quality of service begins with our company 

culture that is cultivated from our CEO, Sue Bhatia on down. We measure quality, customer 

satisfaction and performance measurement of service in both quantitative and qualitative 

means. Our coverage percentage, interview and placement ratios are available across the 

organization and can be broken down by delivery team member or account. These statistics 

drive the daily coaching, mentoring and customer care activities of our Client Engagement 

Associates and management team. Qualitative measurements are taken on exit interviews 

(100% of all billable and internal personnel are surveyed for feedback). Rose Directors follow 

up on all negative feedback with a live phone call in order to thoroughly understand and 

address any improvement opportunities. “Billable Reach-outs” is another statistic measured 

daily. Recruiters are goaled to reach out to a certain number of their billable people each day. 

Feedback from these reach outs is a plus, but the main reason is to remind them that they are 
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valued by Rose and to let them know that we understand that they are the key to our customers’ 

satisfaction. We take the time to ensure they have all they need. These examples are born from 

the culture that originates from Sue Bhatia and the management team, and permeates our 

training, coaching, and daily way of being.  

 

Our dedicated Client Engagement Associate are in daily communication with client managers, 

where possible, to ensure the correct service delivery. Their responsibility is to “own the client 

relationships” and therefore, are focused on delivering quality service. They have a vested 

interest in client satisfaction and account performance. Rose Management, defined as Directors 

and Vice Presidents, are in constant communication with Client Engagement Associates to 

ensure the best performance. Rose Management will also accompany and assist Client 

Engagement Associates with customer meetings, where applicable, and any formal 

performance reviews that the client provides. The Client Engagement Associates are 

responsible for the day-to-day delivery of service. Rose Management is responsible for 

organizing the appropriate overall capability to serve the client effectively.  

 

Rose Management utilizes internal scorecards across each customer and each delivery team. 

We are in a state of continuous improvement in areas indicated in these scorecards. This 

tangibly results in updates to the Rose systems four times per month with new enhancements, 

large and small, to improve service. It also results in new or updated training programs for our 

delivery teams. It generates work flow changes, role/responsibility changes and compensation 

plan changes on an almost annual basis. We understand that we need to adapt as customer 

needs change or we will become irrelevant. Rose has extensive internal capabilities to analyze 

service levels to our clients. As mentioned, our systems provide constant insights to a variety of 

aspects that impact our quality of service, from openings received, to submittals, interviews, 

placements, rate performance, project duration and termination reasons. Rose Management 

utilizes this capability along with first-hand involvement and experience to gauge the overall 

performance and quality levels. Rose also extensively reviews formal performance reviews we 

receive from clients, both individually and collectively. Individually, they make it clear how we 

perform from the clients’ perspective and also relative to other vendors if ranking information 

is shared. On a collective basis, Rose Management and senior leaders utilize these reviews to 

gauge Rose International’s overall performance and to identify issues, as applicable. Customer 

satisfaction is measured regularly through our internal QSeries system and customer surveys. 

We measure our quality of service through annual surveys, retention rates and by conducting 

the aforementioned exit interviews when consultants complete their projects with Rose. We 

also conduct internal annual reviews with all our team members, which is yet another source of 

feedback and information regarding improvement opportunities for our processes and firm 

overall. The feedback related to the satisfaction level of the customer, contractor and the team 

member, are all key sources of information we leverage to continuously improve and innovate 

our organization to perform to the best of our ability. 

 

5.7. Candidates may be hired as a permanent employee of the State or Procuring Agency if, the 

Procuring Agencies and hiring processes have been complied with and if the candidate elects to 

accept employment with the State or Procuring Agency. Such occurrence will create no further 

obligation (financial or otherwise) on the part of the Procuring Agency. 
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Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

5.8. The Procuring Agency will not be responsible for the Awarded Offeror’s candidate who 

voluntarily leaves the Awarded Offeror’s employment or engages in employment with another 

company.  

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

5.9. The Awarded Offeror agrees to ensure candidates agree to be bound by the Participating State’s 

security regulations, policies, and standards as required by the Procuring Agency (e.g., 

Department of Corrections).  This will vary based on the individual Procuring Agency’s 

requirements. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

5.10. Awarded Offeror shall ensure adequate backup documentation (such as Candidate timesheets) 

are attached to invoice or billing requests. The timesheet should include the following: 

a. Name of the Procuring Agency; 

b. Name of the temporarily assigned individual; 

c. Dates worked; 

d. Beginning and ending time; 

e. Number of regular hours worked each day; and 

f. If applicable, number of overtime hours worked each day 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

5.11.  The Awarded Offeror is responsible and may be held financially liable for the negligent acts 

of its Candidates. 

 

Rose will be responsible and may be held financially liable for the negligent acts of its 

Candidates. 

 

6. Bonding 

 

6.1. The Awarded Offeror shall have the ability to bond candidates as directed by the Procuring 

Agency.   

 

Rose International has the ability to bond candidates as directed by the Procuring Agency 

 

6.2. The fee for this service will be borne by the Procuring Agency.   

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

6.3. Selection of the bonding insurer is at the Awarded Offeror’s discretion; however, each 

insurance policy shall be: 
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6.3.1. Issued by insurance companies authorized to do business in the Participating State or 

eligible surplus lines insurers acceptable to and having agents in the State upon whom 

service of process may be made. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

7. Travel 

 

7.1. In the event a candidate’s duties require travel, the reimbursable travel costs shall follow the 

Procuring Agencies travel reimbursement policies.  Travel authorizations must be given before 

travel occurs per Procuring Agency’s internal policies. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

7.2. Travel expenses submitted for reimbursement must follow Procuring Agency’s internal 

policies.  

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

7.3. Valid travel reimbursements will be reimbursed at the Procuring Agencies current travel rate. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

7.4. The candidate and the Procuring Agency’s contact person must sign the travel expense form. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

7.5. The form must be submitted with the Awarded Offeror’s invoice for services with the travel 

expense as a separate line item on the invoice in order to be reimbursed by the Procuring 

Agency. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

7.6. The type of position requiring travel will vary based on the individual Procuring Agency’s 

requirements. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

8. Equipment, Property and Damages 

 

8.1. The Awarded Offeror shall be responsible for the proper maintenance and custody of any 

personal tangible property owned and real property furnished by the Procuring Agency for the 

use in connection with the performance of the contract.   

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 
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8.2. The Awarded Offeror will reimburse the Procuring Agency for such property’s loss or damage 

caused by the Awarded Offeror’ assigned individual, with the exception of normal wear and 

tear. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

8.3. The equipment used may include computers, copy machines, phones, printers, etc.  Equipment 

may vary depending on the Candidate assignments. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

9.  Procuring Agency’s Responsibilities 

 

9.1. Prior to contacting the Awarded Offeror (s), the Procuring Agency is responsible to define 

details of the request to include, but not be limited to: 

9.1.1. Number of individuals needed; 

9.1.2. Job duties; 

9.1.3. Equipment to be used; 

9.1.4. Knowledge, skills and education and/or experience; 

9.1.5. Computer software to be used; 

9.1.6. Hours of work; 

9.1.7. Expected length of assignment;  

9.1.8. Job related attire; 

9.1.9. Position location; 

9.1.10. Procuring Agency contact person; and 

9.1.11. Other pertinent job-related information. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

9.2. Depending on the amount of detail required, it is recommended the Procuring Agency submit 

this information in writing via e-mail or facsimile to reduce the possibility of an inappropriate 

temporary assignment. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

10. Background checks 

 

10.1. The Procuring Agency is responsible for requesting additional background investigations 

beyond normal references prior to the temporary assignment.  

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

10.2. Should an additional background check be required due to the nature of the assignment, the 

Procuring Agency may be responsible for the cost of the additional checks. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 
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10.3. It is reasonable to expect employment eligibility and references will be required for all 

candidates; background checks for referrals by the Procuring Agency will be at the discretion 

of the Procuring Agency.  

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

10.4. Standard checks which would include employment eligibility and reference checks shall be at 

the cost of the Awarded Offeror (s).   

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

10.5. Other background checks will be at the discretion of each requesting Procuring Agency.  

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

10.6. Procuring Agencies reserve the right to request and conduct pre-employment background 

checks and drug testing prior to the potential candidates starting date.   

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 

 

10.7. Procuring Agencies will limit their background checks and drug testing requirements to the 

same as required of their own permanent full-time employees holding the same or similar 

positions to be filled by the candidate. 

 

Rose understands and agrees to the statement mentioned above. 
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Attachment C - Cost Form 

 

Temporary Employment Services will be based on the Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee (based on a 

percentage) for each Temporary Employment Services.   Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee is a not to 

exceed maximum percentage fee; however, the Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee may be negotiated at a 

lower percentage. The Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee may be tied to the Producers Price Index (PPI) but 

must not be more than the PPI. 

 

The Awarded Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee shall remain firm for the duration of the NASPO Value 

Point Master Agreements including all optional renewals.    

 

Each of the Temporary Employment Services must have an Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee for all 

Participating Entities. 

 

The Lead State is exempt from federal excise taxes and no payment will be made for any taxes levied on the 

Awarded Offeror’s or any Subcontractor’s employee’s wages. The Lead State will pay for any applicable Lead 

State or local sales or use taxes on the products provided or the services rendered. Taxes shall be included as a 

separate line item on an Awarded Offeror’s invoice.   The tax rules with respect to other Participating Entities 

may vary and are expected to be addressed in the Participating Addenda. 

 
COST SHEET 

 

CATEGORY 

OFFEROR’S ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE Fee * 

(based on a percentage for all Participating States 

throughout the United States)  

 

1. Administrative Support (Including Office 

and Clerical)  

32% 

2. Commercial/Industrial Workers NA 

3. Healthcare Staffing Services NA 

4. Information Technology Professional 

Services  

32% 

5. Professional  32% 

*The Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee is the amount (based on a percentage) the Offeror charges for the fulfillment 

of a position excluding the fully loaded labor rate as defined in this RFP.  If the Offeror is not responding to all Categories 

listed above, insert NA (not applicable). 

 
Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee is a not to exceed maximum percentage; however, the 

Offeror’s Administrative Service Fee submitted in Offeror’s proposal may be negotiated at a lower 

percentage. 

 

 
 
 


